Let b be a von Neumann algebra, let {E~}~~R be an ultraweakly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of 23, and let '?I be the set of all A such that for each p in 8 + , the function t + p(or,(A)) lies in Hm([W). Then %!I is an ultraweakly closed subalgebra of 93 containing the identity which is proper and non-self-adjoint if {~~}~cl~ is not trivial. In this paper, a systematic investigation into the structure theory of '3 is begun. Two of the more note-worthy developments are these. First of all, conditions under which 2I is a subdiagonal algebra in%, in the sense of Arveson, are determined. The analysis provides a common perspective from which to view a large number of hitherto unrelated algebras. Second, the invariant subspace structure of ?I is determined and conditions under which 'u is a reductive subalgebra of b are found. These results are then used to produce examples where 2I is a proper, non-self-adjoint, reductive subalgebra of b. The examples do not answer the reductive algebra question, however, because although ultraweakly closed, the subalgebras are weakly dense in 8.
INTRODUCTION
Suppose that 8 is a von Neumann algebra and that {&jtoa is an ultraweakly continuous representation of the real line Iw as a group of *-automorphisms of 23. Consider the space X consisting of those operators A in B with the property that for each p in 8, , the predual of B, the function of t, p(c+l)), lies in the classical Hardy space H"(R).
Such operators will be called analytic (with respect to {c+},,n). As we shall see, '?I is an ultraweakly closed subalgebra of b, containing the identity operator, such that Cu + '%I* = {A + B* 1 A, B E %} is ultraweakly dense in b and such that '% n a* = {A E 23 1 oli(A) = A for all t>. Thus, unless {~+}~~a is trivial, '$I is a non-self-adjoint subalgebra of 23 and provides one example of an extension to a noncommutative setting of certain well-known classes of function algebras. In particular, % may well be regarded as a noncommutative, weak-* Dirichlet algebra [52] . Our primary objective in this paper is to initiate a systematic investigation into the structure of 'K Before doing so, we wish to provide some background and history and, because of the length of this paper, a section-by-section survey of the results. To fix ideas and to provide some initial examples (more will be presented later), consider the following. Suppose first that 8 is the Lebesgue space L"(R) and that {cQ}~~~ is given by translation; i.e., (a,(A))(x) = A(x + t), A ELM.
In this case it is easy to see that 2I is simply Hffi(R) itself. At an opposite extreme, suppose B is the von Neumann algebra of all n x n complex matrices and suppose A is a self-adjoint, diagonal matrix whose eigenvalues are distinct and labeled in decreasing order. If {tit}teR is defined on 23 by the formula a,(B) = eitABe-i+A, B ~23, t E R, then an easy calculation reveals that 2I is simply the algebra of upper triangular matrices. We shall see later in Section 4.1 that when 8 is type I, %!I is a synthesis of these two extreme cases.
The notion of analyticity we are investigating may be traced back to Mackey [33] , although it was undeservedly by-passed until the paper [9] of deLeeuw and Glicksberg appeared. This paper, in turn, was motivated by the studies of Arens and Singer [l] and Helson and Lowdenslager [21-231 concerning generalized analytic functions on compact abelian groups. Later, independently, and from a somewhat different perspective, the notion of analyticity re-emerged and was developed in the work of Calderon [6] , Fife [13] , and Weiss [58] . However, it was really Forelli [14] w h o supplied the basic tools necessary for a systematic study of analyticity and who showed in several papers [15- 171 that the theory is a rich and fruitful one. In a series of papers , the first of which overlaps with Weiss' [58] , the theme was taken up by the second author and may of the basic function algebraic properties of the notion were established. At about the same time that Forelli was beginning his contributions to the theory, Arveson began to develop a general theory of noncommutative function algebras [2] . Subsequently, in a very important paper [4] , he transferred much of Forelli's work [14] to the setting of noncommutative operator algebras and showed the importance of the theory of spectra in the sense of spectral synthesis for the purpose of analyzing algebras of analytic operators. In a sense, the present paper arose as a response to his suggestion that algebras of analytic operators in von Neumann and C*-algebras should be systematically explored, and that the results of the second author, particularly [38] , should be extendable to the noncommutative setting. This program began in the first author's dissertation [31] and continues in the present paper.
We turn now to a summary of the contents of this paper. In the next section we establish notation and discuss aspects of the theory of spectra in the sense of spectral synthesis which we will need for our analysis. Also, we generalize the notion of analyticity somewhat. Specifically, we shall deal with ultraweakly continuous representations {~l~}~~c of an arbitrarily locally compact Abelian group G on the von Neumann algebra %, we shall assume that there is a distinguished subsemigroup .Z of the dual group G satisfying certain very general properties, and we shall let '?I, the space of analytic operators, be the subspace of all those operators A in B such that the (distributional)
Fourier transform of the s-valued function on G, a,(A), is supported in Z. Although we shall be interested primarily in the case when G = [w, we proceed, when possible, at this level of generality for three reasons: first, it requires absolutely no extra effort; second, the more general setting helps to clarify the obstacles present when one tries to extend the results which are valid when G = LQ; and third, such generality may prove useful later.
In Section 3, we determine conditions under which $U is a subdiagonal algebra in %J in the sense of Arveson [2] . Recall that the diagonal 3 of 91 is simply 2I n '$I*. By a theorem of Kovacs and Sziics [29] there is a faituful, normal a-invariant expectation @ from 23 onto ZD precisely when there are sufficiently many invariant normal states of 23 to separate the points of 23+. We show that when this happens, di is multiplicative on % so that by definition, 91 is subdiagonal with respect to CD. We show too that in fact 2I is a maximal subdiagonal subalgebra of '8 in the sense that 2I is not contained in any larger subalgebra on which CD is multiplicative.
As was shown in [2] , maximality is a very important property to establish for any given subdiagonal algebra.
Section 4 is devoted to examples. In Section 4.1, we consider the case when 23 is type I, concentrating mainly on the homogeneous case. Here we use a recent result of Brown [5] (cf. the appendix of [7] also) to show that all oneparameter automorphism groups of a homogeneous type I von Neumann algebra are spatially implemented. This enables us, then, to put into evidence all the ingredients necessary for constructing the most general algebra of analytic operators in a type I von Neumann algebra. In Section 4.2, we show that if C&R is inner, then Cu is a nest algebra in 23 in the sense of Ringrose [47] and conversely, if 2I is a nest algebra in !J3, then it is the algebra of analytic operators with respect to an inner automorphism group. Finally, in Section 4.2, we consider crossed products and show how "duality theory" leads to numerous examples to which our results apply. In particular, we obtain several simplifications and extensions of some of Arveson's results in [2] .
The fifth, and final, section contains what are, perhaps, our most important contributions to operator theory in general. We begin by analyzing the invariant subspace structure of '%!I, showing that "most" of the nonreducing subspaces invariant under 'LI are determined by strongly continuous unitary representations of [w which implement {~l~}~~~ . We then use this result to exhibit examples where Ql has no nonreducing invariant subspaces by showing that in these examples CC&R is not spatially implementable. Thus, on the surface, it would appear that we have found an answer to the reductive algebra question: "Are there any weakly closed, non-self-adjoint algebras of operators on Hilbert space all whose invariant subspaces are reducing ? This unfortunately (fortunately ?) is not the case because our examples, although ultraweakly closed, are weakZy dense in the von Neumann algebras which they generate. This discovery, of course, makes the reductive algebra question all the more piquant and exhibits as well hitherto unsuspected differences between the weak and ultraweak topologies. In addition, it suggests the question: "Are there any ultraweakly closed algebras of operators on X, whose only invariant subspaces are (0) and X ?"-an "ultraweak" version of the transitive algebra question. It is clear from the results of Section 4.1 that our methods will not lead directly to an affirmative answer, at least not when the candidate is determined by a representation of [w.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we establish notation and describe the theory of spectra (in the sense of spectral syntehsis) as needed for this paper. In [3] , Arveson developed powerful machinery to handle the problems facing us, so rather than reproduce his results here, we shall merely describe the general setting and present just enough details so that the reader may pass easily between this paper and Arveson's. As a rule, we shall state the results of this section in more generality than is needed for our immediate purposes in the belief that they will prove useful later.
Throughout this paper, G will denote a locally compact Abel& group with the operation written additively. Elements of G will be denoted by lowercase Roman letters and Haar measure on G will be denoted by m. The dual of G will be written G and the elements of G will be distinguished from those of G by a caret. The pairing between G and G will be written (t, s"), t E G, s E G, and the Fourier transform will take this form: {(s") = sG (t, E)f(t) dm(t), f EL'(G).
We are especially interested in representations of G, {Vi}tsc , acting as isometries on a Banach space X. In case {Vt}teG is strongly continuous, the theory evolves without any difficulty. In this paper, however, the representations under consideration frequently fail to be strongly continuous and are continuous only in some weaker topology. Consequently, the development of the theory is impeded by numerous technical difficulties. Fortunately, these have been analyzed in considerable detail by Arveson [3] , and the state of the art is such that we may proceed formally, as we now do, to describe the various constructs under consideration.
In each of the cases we consider, the topology on d is sufficiently strong for us to assert that iff E Ll( G) and X E I, then the integral defined in the usual manner as a limit of integrals of simple functions (cf.
[lo]), exists and determines an element of 9Y. This element is denoted by X *f, or by X t, f if it is necessary to keep track of the representation. This process of convolution makes 9Y into a module over L1(G) with the property that IjX*& < IIXll,Jlfl~L1(C) for all XE% andfcU(G). From this inequality we see that the annihilator y(X) f o an element X in X, which is by definition {f~Ll(Gj I X *f = 01, is a closed ideal of U(G).
The hull of y(X), defined to be nrPY(x) {i E G ( f^(t) = 01, is called the spectrum of X (in the sense of spectral syntehsis) and will be written sp(X) or sp,(X).
(b) if E is a closed subset of G, then Z(E) or X'(E) will denote the set of {X~~lssp(WCE~, and will be referred to as the spectral subspace of 9" associated with E.
It is easy to see that Z(E) is, in fact, a norm-closed, linear space invariant under {Vi}tsc . In the cases of interest to us, X(E) is also closed in the strongest topology with respect to which (Vt}tcc is continuous. Significantly, however, as we shall see in Section 5.8 et seq., Z"(E) may fail to be closed in some important weaker topologies, even though the representation happens to be continuous in those topologies.
To justify our terminology, and to illustrate these ideas in a way which will be useful subsequently, we note that the spaces Z(E) play the role of what are customarily called the spectral subspaces associated with a unitary representation of G. Indeed, if 9" is a Hilbert space, if { Vf}tEG is a unitary representation of G in 3, and if P is the spectral measure on G associated with (Vt>tEc via Stone's theorem, then for each closed set E in G, S(E) = P(E) 3.
At this point we pause momentarily to caution the reader about some confusion which may develop because of our choice of notation-a choice which is made somewhat arbitrarily but which is, nevertheless, one possible resolution of an annoying conflict of notation which exists in the literature. The conflict basically is due to three things: First, most people write the Fourier transform with a minus sign, J(t, -s")f(t) dm(t); second, most people write the abstract process of convoltion as we have in formula (2.1)-note the lack of minus sign; and third, when using Stone's theorem, most people express the spectral resolution of a unitary group {U,},,, on a Hilbert space X as U, = J"(t, s"} dP(s); again, note the lack of minus sign. When these three notational conventions are adopted, certain familiar formulas must be altered. For example, the spectral subspaces E(M), M a closed subset of G;, defined in Definition 2.1 are no longer therangesofP(M),butinstead,Z(M) = P(-M)%where-M={-i] REM}. To preserve what are, for our purposes, the most important formulas, we have opted to suppress the minus sign in the Fourier transform. This choice forces us to alter other well-known formulae, of course, but their number in this paper is fairly small. To be sure, ours is not the only way to resolve the conflict, but we have found it to be the most serviceable.
By way of further illustration, we state the following lemma, which will be used frequently and which is easily proven. LEMMA 2.2. For t^ E G, %({t"}) = {XC% / V',(X) = (s, f) X, for all s E G}; in particular, S({~}) is the space of vectors in 3 left Jixed by every V, .
The first context in which we consider representations which are not necessarily strongly continuous is that in which the Banach space is a von Neumann algebra % endowed with the ultraweak topology (cf. [I 1, Chap. I, Sect. 3.11) and G is represented as an ultraweakly continuous group of *-automorphisms (cQ}~~~ of B. (We use lowercase Greek letters from the beginning of the alphabet to denote such representations on von Neumann algebras.) That is, each at is a Jr-automorphism of !B, atls = oltac, for t, s E G, and the map (t, A) -+ a,(A) from G x B to 23 is continuous when 2J is given the ultra-weak topology.
As a consequence of Propositions 1.4 and 3.0 of [3] , for each A E !B and f in L?(G) the integral (2.1) (with X replaced by A and V, by at) converges and defines an element in %J. Furthermore, by [3, Proposition 1.4 and Definition 2.1 et Seq.], the spectral subspaces 23(E), E closed in G, are ultraweakly closed subspaces of B. However, as we shall see in Section 5.8 et seg., even though {LQ}~~~ is automatically continuous in the weak operator topoology, it can happen that B(E) fails to be closed in that topology. Such an anomaly can occur even when 23(E) is a subalgebra of 23.
The second setting in which we consider representations which are not necessarily strongly continuous is as follows. Suppose that % and '$ are two von Neumann algebras endowed with the ultraweak topologies, and that {at}tEG and {/$jtEG are ultraweakly continuous representations of G as groups of *-automorphisms of 23 and !R, respectively. We let L&(23,, %) denote the collection of all ultraweakly continuous linear maps from % to 91 and we give it the topology of pointwise convergence. The representations {cQ}~~~ and {flt}tsc induce a representation {(@a*),}., on -Itp,EB, %) which is continuous with respect to the topology on LZ$I3, '%) and which is defined by the formula (/~cL*)~(@) = fit 0 @ 0 OIQ , 4b E 9#3, %). By virtue of 1.6 and 3.0 of [3] , the integral (2.1), with X replaced by @ E LZ'$I3, '%), and V, replaced by (@*h, converges and determines an element @ *fin &~!LB, %). Moreover, by [3, 1.6 and 2.1 et seq.], the spectral subspaces (&,<!B, S))(E) are closed in the topology on Yw(23, %).
We do not exclude the possibility that '$I consists solely of scalars. In this case 91,(!& '%) is simply the predual 23.+ of B endowed with the weak-* topology. Likewise, we do not exclude the possibility that {/3t}tEc is trivial, i.e., that & = PO for all t. In this case, we write {~l~*}~~c for {(/30l*)~>~~c .
The final setting in which we consider representations of G which are not necessarily strongly continuous arises as follows. Let 9J be a von Neumann algebra and let C,(G, '%) denote the collection of all bounded, uniformly continuous functions from G to 94 where '% is again given the ultraweak topology. We give the space C,(G, %) the topology of uniform convergence; i.e., a net (FA} converges to zero in C,,(G, X2) p recisely when for each ultraweak neighborhood V of 0 in %, there is an index A, such that for all h > A, and t E G, FA(t) lies in V. We write {Tt}t,c for the representation of G on C,(G, '%) defined by (backward) translation;
i.e., (T,F)(s) = F(s -t). FE C,(G, 'S). It is a simple matter to verify that for each F E CJG, rrZ> and CELL, the integral (2.1), with the appropriate change in notation, converges and determines an element F *fin C,(G, '%). Moreover, it is easy to see that the spectral subspaces (C,(G, X))(E) are closed in C,(G, %) for each closed set E in G.
Before proceeding with more definitions, notation, and terminology, we we illustrate some of the ideas just introduced in the following useful lemma. (ii) The argument we present is essentially Forelli's proof of formula (30) t1.5, p. 501. It suffices to show that if r^ lies in the complement of sp,*(@) or in the complement of -spa(A), then r^ is not in spr(F). Suppose first that r^ is not in spa.(@) and select an f in f(Q) with p(j) = 1. Then JF(-t) f (t) dm(t) = J@(apt(A)) f(t) dm(t) = (@ *f)(A) = 0. Since $(@) is a closed ideal in Li(G), $(a) is closed under translation. Hence (F + f)(s) = sF(s -t) f (t) x dm(t) = JF(-t)f(s + t) dm(t) = 0 f or all s E G. This means that f is in y(F) so that r^ is not in sp,(F). If, on the other hand, r^ is not in -sp,(A), then there is an f in $(A) with I(-Y^) = 1. But then lcF(t)f(t) dm(t) = J@(ol,(A)) x f(t) dm(t) = @(A *f) = 0, and since, once again, f(A) is closed under trans-lation, we find that 0 = JG F(t) f(t -s) &z(t) = J-F(s -t) fl(t) &z(t) = (F *rJ)(s) where f(t) = f(-t). Thus plies in 9(F), and since (f)"(i) = 1, we find that r^ is not in spr(F). This completes the proof. DEFINITION 2.4. Throughout this paper, 2 will denote a closed subsemigroup of G which satisfies these two conditions: (i) Z n (-2) = (61, and (ii) Z is the closure of its interior.
Condition (i) is an "antisymmetry" condition and implies that certain types of generalized analytic functions associated with 2 are constant whenever they are real-valued (cf. 3.13 below). The second condition implies that ,Z has positive Haar measure and that it is a set of spectral synthesis [49, Theorem 7.5.61 . This turns out to be of considerable importance in the theory.
Examples of the sort of semigroups we have in mind are plentiful. Most important, particularly for our present purposes, are the cases when G = G = R and 2 = [O, a) and when G = T, G = Z, and 2 = (0, 1,2 ,... }. However, we emphasize that many of our results apply to semigroups Z which do not totally order G in the sense that 2 u (-Z) = G. For example, let G = G = R", n > 1, and let Z be the closure of an arbitrary regular cone in G (cf. [53, Chap. III]). Then Z satisfies our requirements, but certainly Z u (-Z) f G.
We note in passing that if, in this case, B = Lm(Rn) and if iw" acts on !Z3 via (forward) translation, i.e., if tit(v)(x) = v)(x) = ~(x -+ t), v EL"(P), then !P(Z), the principal object of study in this paper, is precisely the algebra of (boundary values of) bounded holomorphic functions in the tube domain determined by Z.
For the remainder of this chapter, !zB will be a fixed von Neumann algebra, {~l~}~~~ will be an ultraweakly continuous representation of G on %3 as a group of *-automorphims of 23, and Z will be a fixed subsemibroup of &' satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.4. 
Proof.
A proof may be found in [19, 571 . Since, however, we need to refer to it later, we present an outline. Suppose the space upon which B acts is X and let ti = P(G, .X), the Hilbert space of all Bochner measurable, normsquare integrable, T-valued functions on G. We define rr, representing % on X, by the formula (r(A) f)(s) = or,(A)f(s), A E !Z3, f E X, and s E G. It is easy to see that 7r is a faithful, ultraweakly continuous representation of G on &'.
The representation U (= ( Ut}& of G is taken to be the regular representation of G on X; i.e., (U,f)(s) = f(s + t), f E X, s, t E G. A straightforward calculation shows that (.rr, U) is indeed a covariant representation of (93, a). DEFINITION 2.7. The representation (v, U) of (8, a) constructed in the preceding proposition will be called the canonical covariant representation of (!%3, u.) and the von Neumann algebra generated by @I3) and {U,},,, will be called the crossed product of '23 by G (determined by a).
To understand better the next result, which lies at the heart of our analysis, consider first the following observations on the Weyl commutation re1ation.l ) and ASU([s, 00)) C Su([s + t, GO)), for all s E R. This assertion, together with the analysis which led to it, suggests that in general there may be an intimate relationship between 1 We are indebted to the referee for these observations. the distribution of the spectrum of A with respect to v and the way A acts on the spectral subspaces of U." Forelli [14] h s owed that indeed there is such a relationship, a relationship which we shall call Forelli's Spectral-Commutation
Principle. Subsequently, Arveson [3] refined this principle to cover technically more general situations than those considered by Forelli. Since it constitutes the basic tool for our analysis, we present it here for the sake of clarity, but without the technical hypotheses. In those places where we apply it, the technical hypotheses are satisfied, and the proofs may all be found in Arveson's paper.
Scholium 2.8 (Forelli's
Spectral-Commutation Principle). Let X and *Y be Banach spaces and let {U,},,, and (VtjtEC be isometric representations of G on X and "Ty respectively which need not be strongly continuous but which are continuous in some weaker topologies. Let gw(X, 9/u) be the space of weakly continuous linear maps from X to 97, and let it be endowed with a topology which makes continuous the representation {y't}tpC of G defined by the formula q+(A) = V, 0 A 0 U-, , t E G, A E 9',(X, 5Y). Then under suitable hypotheses on the topologies involved, one may assert that the following conditions that A E 9$(X, g) may satisfy are equivalent:
The following is a frequently used special case of Forelli's principle which appears as Corollary 2 to Theorem 2.3 in [3] . Note that it directly extends the above discussion. THEOREM 2.9. Let {U,),,, be a unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space Z, let P denote its spectral measure de$ned on C?, and let {/?t}tsc be defined on 5?(Z) by the formula /3,(A) = U,AU$, A E Z(Z).
Then for 2 E e and A E .5?(~&'), we have sp,(A) C Z + f if and only ifAP(Z + ;) &' C P(Z + 4 + 2)%' for all f E C.
The following is another application of Forelli's principle which we shall use and, although the proof may be dug out of [3] , it does not appear there all in one place. We therefore present an outline. PROPOSITION 2.10. Let '8 be another van Neumann algebra with an ultraweakly continuous representation {/3t}tEc of G as a group of *-automorphisms of %, 2 Because of the dual use of the notion of spectrum which is contained in this sentence, we have had difficulty refraining from adopting the following proposal for a change in terminology:
Use the term "spectrum" without modification to refer to the spectrum of an operator in the sense of invertibility and call the quantity sp.(X) defined in Definition II.la the energy spectrum or the energy distribution of X with respect to {V,},,o .
This would not only avoid the dual use of "spectrum" but would also be more in keeping with Wiener's intent when he first applied the term "spectrum" in harmonic analysis.
and let @ be in YW(%, '%). Then for f E C?, sp(&@) _C ,JC + 2 if and only if @(2P(Z + E)) C W&Z + 9 + 2), for all s" E G.
Proof.
By multiplying pt by (t, -i), it suffices to prove the assertion with $ = 0. By [3, Proposition 3.01, (8, ) 01 and ('%, /3) satisfy the hypotheses (1.5) of [3] . On the other hand, the topology on ZJB, '%) satisfies the hypotheses (1.1) of [3] . Thus the conditions of Theorem 2.3 of [3] are met, and the proposition is proved. = (6}, the result follows. We are now prepared for a result of the utmost importance for our subsequent applications. THEOREM 2.13. Let r be an ultraweakly continuous *-representation of the von Neumann algebra 23 on a Hilbert space 2, let U (= {U,},,,) be a strongly continuous unitary representation of G on 2, and let P be the spectral measure for U on e. Then (.rr, U) is a covariant representation of (b, cx) if and only ;f 7@3"(Z + i)) P(z: + sn) x C P(z + P + f) x, for all 8, f 6 e. Proof. Since (n, U) is a covariant representation of (8, a) Theorem 2.13 implies that @Y(Z + t^)) P(,Y + S) X C P(.JY + P + i) ~'6' for all BE G. Thus, if AF lies in ?P(Z + i), r(A) = n(AF) sa is t fi es equation (2.3). The converse follows from the facts that rr is an isomorphism of the reduced algebra FBF and that F is invariant. COROLLARY 2.15. For s, t E G, W(Z + s^) W(Z + t") C W(2 + f + 2).
Proof. Arveson [3] p roves this when G == R and Z = [0, co) and his proof works equally well here-with the obvious modifications. However, we offer a different proof which also serves to illustrate the preceding developments. Let ('ir, U) be a faithful covariant representation of (9, a) acting on a Hilbert space Z and let P be the spectral measure on G associated with U. Since r is faithful, A lies in 2P(Z + t^) p recisely when 7(A) P(Z + +) X C P(Z + r^ + P)Z for all r^ E G by Corollary 2.14. Similarly B belongs to 23a(Z + f) if and only if r(B) P(Z + r^)%' C P(Z + r^ + E) X for all r^ E G. But then, for A E '$P(,Z + t^) and B E B"(.Y + q), we have n-(BA) P(.Z + f)# = n(B) n(A) x P(Z+i)ZC~(B)P(Z+r^+t^)PCP(.Z+r^+s"+f)&'forallr^~G,and so by Corollary 2.14, once more, BA is in 2P(.Z + E f t^) COROLLARY 2.16. The subspace W(Z) is actually a subalgebra of 8. precisely when ST, F(t) f (t) dt = 0 for all f E P(R). We will have occasion to use this in the discussion preceding Theorem 4.1.6 as well as in its proof.
Remark 2.19. Suppose (n, U) is a faighful covariant representation of (%, a) acting on a Hilbert space Z and let P be the spectral measure on G associated with U. Then by Corollary 2.14, 2I is precisely the collection of operators A E B with the property that v(A) P(Z -+ 5) 2 C P(Z + E) S for all s" E G. It is natural to ask if this condition may be replaced by the weaker condition n(A) P(Z) X C P(Z) 2. Examples show that the answer depends on the algebra and on the representation, of course, but the determination of exactly when this occurs seems to be a difficult problem.
THE ALGEBRA OF ANALYTIC OPERATORS
In this section we investigate the general structure of algebras of analytic operators, paying particular attention to their relation to the subdiagonal algebras of Arveson [2] . We fix, once and for all, the following ingredients: a locally compact abelian group G; a subsemigroup .Z of G satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.4; a von Neumann algebra !B; and an ultraweakly continuous representation {cQ}~~~ of G on B as a group of *-automorphisms.
As in Section 2, we shall write '% for 23*(Z). After some preliminary results, we shall specialize to the case when Z totally orders G. This assumption yields the sharpest results. DEFINITION 3.1. A no~maE expectation from !B onto a von Neumann subalgebra a is an ultraweakly continuous linear map @ from B onto 3 such that (i) 11 C#J Ij = 1, and (ii) the restriction of CJ to 3 is the identity map.
Such a mapping @ also has the following properties: (iii) it is positive (and hence self-adjoint), i.e., @(A) 3 0 if A > 0; (iv) it is idempotent, i.e., @ o ~0 = @; and (v) it is 'D-homogeneous, i.e., @(AXB) = A@(X) B for all A, B E 9. A nice exposition of the basic proarties of expectations may be found in [2, Appendix] . Since we shall have no occasion to consider nonnormal expectaitions, we shall henceforth assume that all expectations under consideration are normal. We shall abuse the terminology somewhat and refer to the zero map on 23 as the zero expectation. Finally, we shall say that the expectation CD is faithful in case @(A*A) = 0 only when A = 0. [8] .) Th ere is a projection E in the center of n such that E%JE is G-finite while (I-E) 8(1-E) . 1s completely non-G-finite.
In particular, if 3 is a factor, then 8 is either G-finite or competely non-G-finite.
Remark 3.5. There is at most one faithful invariant expectation from 23 onto a, so that if 23 is G-finite, the expectation is unique. This is proved in [29] and also follows from the general developments in [2, Appendix] . Remark 3.6. If B is G-finite with respect to {cY~}~~~ , and if @ is the unique invariant, faithful expectation from 23 onto 3, then there is a net (qi}ie, of convex combinations of the OI~ (i.e., vi = Cilr Xi o) ali), Xc) 3 0, Cc:;, hc' = 1) such that for each A in 8, @(A) is the limit in the ul&astrong topology of {cJQ(A)}~,, [12] .
Remark 3.7, If g(Z)
is G-finite, then 3 is a type I von Neumann algebra and its center is discrete [55] .
Before proceeding, we pause to remind the reader of an analogy. If G were the full group of unitary operators in B acting on 8 via conjugation, then to say that 23 is G-finite is simply to say that 8 is finite as a von Neumann algebra. In this instance cf, becomes the center-valued trace, Remark 3.5 asserts its uniqueness-a familiar fact-and Remark 3.6 is the approximation theorem [l 1, Theoreme 1, Sect. 5, Chap. III]-also a familiar fact. On the other hand, in this analogy, to say that 23 is completely non-G-finite is simply to say that '$3 is properly infinite and Remark 3.4 affirms the decomposition of 23 into its finite and properly infinite parts. This way of viewing G-finitude is not due to us but has been exploited with good effect in the literature (cf. [8, 27, 561) .
For the sequel recall that by Lemma 2.2, 3 is 23=({6}). The subalgebra a is called the diagonal of 'K We say that '$I is a maxima2 subdiagonal algebra in !B with respect to @ in case 2l is not properly contained in any other subalgebra of 23 which is subdiagonal with respect to @.
Remarks 3.10. (a) Subdiagonal algebras should be regarded as the noncommutative analogue of weak-* Dirichlet algebras [52] .
(b) As we have given it, our definition of subdiagonal algebras is not the same as the original definition of Arveson [2] . However, by his Proposition 2.1.4, they agree.
(c) If 'u is a subdiagonal algebra in 23 and if 21 is also a maximal ultraweakly closed subalgebra %, then PI is certainly a maximal subdiagonal algebra of !-!3. (This is because maximal subdiagonal algebras are ultraweakly closed [2, Theorem 2.2.11.) However, the converse is false. We note in passing that the problem of deciding when a subdiagonal algebra is a maximal ultraweakly closed subalgebra of its containing von Neumann algebra appears to be quite difficult. It was solved for commutative algebras by the second author in [37, 381. We note too that this problem is intimately tied up with the problem in Remark 2.19.
Recall that L?Y totally orders G in case ~7 u (-2) = G. We shall show in Theorem 3.15 below that if Z totally orders G and if 23 is G-finite, then SLL is a maxiaml subdiagonal algebra in 8 with respect to the unique faithful, a-invariant expectation on 23. Before doing this we pursue a number of technical results (some will be used in the proof) which provide greater insight into the structure of '$l and the role that total ordering plays.
We shall write 2 for Z\(o), and for t" in Z', we shall write Z;. for 2 -1 t^. Thus each Zf is contained in Z', and Z' = (JitZ, Zi. In addition, we shall wirte 5X, for the ultraweak closure of {A E PI 1 sp(A) _C Zf, Z E Z'}. The following lemma and proposition constitute a mild generalization of Forelli's Proposition 2 [14] . Proof.
First observe that Z' is a subsemigroup of Z. Indeed, if s and t are in Z' and if S + t^ = 0, then --s" = i E ,Z, so that s" lies in 2 n (-Z) = @}-a contradiction.
Next observe that Z' + Z = (s" + t^ j k E Z', t^ E Z} is contained in Z'. Thus, on the basis of Corollary 2.15 and the fact that sp(4 + B) C sp(A) u sp(B), we find that {A E 55 1 sp(A) C LY> is an ideal in rU and so, therefore, is its ultraweak closure %,, . Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is the content of Proposition 3.12. Also, the fact that (i) implies (iii) is simply a consequence of Lemma 2.3. If (iii) holds, if A is an arbitrary operator in 23, and if f is a function with Fourier transform supported in -Zf for some t'~ Z', then 0 = Jp)(t) f(t) dt = J p(ol._t(A)) f (t) dt = (p *f)(A).
Since f^ is supported in --Zf , the argument in Proposition 3.12 now applies and allows us to conclude that since A is arbitrary, sp(p) C z i.e., p is analytic.
In the commutative setting, the next proposition appears in [38, proof of Theorem I]. 2) n (Z) = {6} and p is invariant. But p annihilates Cu I8({0}), and so p = 0 [29] . Thus \21 + PI* is ultraweakly dense in 23.
This, with Theorem 3.8, shows that '$I is a subdiagonal algebra in 23 with respect to @. To establish its maximality, it suffices, by [2, Theorem 2.2.11, to show that any X in 23 satisfying the equation
for all A in 2l and all T in (ker 0) n %?I, is already in '8. In fact, Arveson showed that the collection ama, of all such X is the maximal subdiagonal algebra in B with respect to Q, containing a. It follows, therefore, that since 'LI, @, and ker @ n % are all invariant under {c+jtso , so is 21kax . Hence, if X is in 21rrrax , so is X *f for all f ED(G). But, if there were an X E '?I,,,\%, then because Z totally orders G, we could find a t^ E Z:' and a function f ELl(G) with Fourier transform supported in -2; such that X * f # 0. This new element Y would then lie in '$I,,, and Y* would lie in '$I0 , which is ker @ n 2I by Proposition 3.14. Thus, taking A = I, X = Y, and T = Y* in Eq. (3.1), we would arrive at the equation @(YY*) = 0. Since Q, is faithful we would have to conclude that Y = 0, contrary to hypothesis. Thus 2I = ama, and the proof is complete.
We conclude this section with an observation which is a partial converse to some of the preceding developments. Proof. By Remark 3.5, it clearly suffices to show that Y is invariant. But if we take '$ to be %({6}) with the trivial action of G in Corollary 2.11 and Proposition 3.12 then the assertion is immediate.
EXAMPLES
In this section we survey a number of concrete examples of the abstract algebras we have introduced in the previous chapters. We want to emphasize at the outset that we do not intend to present a complete analysis of these examples here. Indeed, each example merits considerable study in its own right, and we intend to pursue such studies in the future. Our goal, then, is to exhibit the examples, putting into view the essential constructs which enter into their structure, and to show how they relate to various classes of non-self-adjoint operator algebras which appear elsewhere in the literature. The examples fall naturally into three relatively disjoint classes. In the first, the von Neumann algebras are type I, and the subalgebras of analytic operators are clearly seen to be the natural, noncommutative generalization of the function algebras associated with flows studied by the second author [38] . In the second class, the von Neumann algebras are arbitrary, but the automorphism groups are assumed to be inner. It is shown that this class coincides with the class of nest algebras introduced by Ringrose [47] as a generalization of the hyperreducible, triangular algebras of Kadison and Singer [29] . In the last class, the von Neumann algebras are crossed products and we show how to analyze a number of algebras studied by Arveson [2] via "spectral theory."
Type I von Neumann Algebras
To begin with, we need the fact that if the homogeneous summands of a type I von Neumann algebra are preserved by an action of [w, then the action is spatially implemented. This fact rests on a deep theorem of Brown [5] which generalizes the well-known result of Bargmann [4] to the effect that every strongly continuous projective representation of LQ is in fact a unitary representation. Although the analysis which relates Brown's theorem to the problem of spatial implementation is fairly well known, at least to the cognoscenti, we present a discussion of it for the reader's convenience and also because much of it is necessary for our ultimate goal of analyzing all the possibilities for algebras of analytic operators in type I von Neumann algebras. Throughout this subsection, % will denote a type I von Neumann algebra acting on a separable space Z and {"I~}~~~ will be an ultraweakly continuous representation of Iw as a group of *-automorphisms of 8. Recall that in general a group of *-automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra is said to act ergodically if and only if the only operators in the algebra fixed by all the automorphisms in the group are the scalar multiples of the identity. Whenever convenient we will assume that {c+}~~~ acts ergodically on the center 3 of B. There is no real loss of generality in doing this because, by a result of Guichardet and Kastler [18, Theo&me 61, we may always express ?I3 and {cQ)~~~ as direct integrals of objects of the same kind, % = j@ B(X) &J(X), and {~l~}~~n = {s@ q(h) d~(X)}~~a , where for almost all X, {c~(h)}~~n acts ergodically on the center of 23(A). We note too that if 9I (resp. 2{(x)) denotes the algebra of analytic operators with respect to {~+}~~n (resp. {c~(X)},,n), then 'u = J@ 21(h) dv(X).
Recall that if '9.R is a type I factor then it is called type I,,,, , n, m = 1, 2,..., co, in case it is spatially isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra M,,,, which is the tensor product of the matrix algebra M,,, of n x n matrices over C (all bounded operators on a separable space if n = CD) with the scalar multiples of the identity on an m-dimensional Hilbert space [51, Theorem 1.1.161. This "fine" classification of type I factors provides a complete set of spatial isomorphism invariants for such algebras in the sense that if 931 (resp. '!I&) is of type I,,, (resp. I,,,,,> then '9JI and !lJ& are spatially isomorphic if and only if n = n, and m = m, . The following proposition is an immediate consequence of these remarks and [51, Corollary III. There is a doubly indexed sequence E,,, , n, m = 1, 2,..., CO, of orthogonal projections in 3 (some of which may be zero) whose sum is I such that E,,,%JE,,, is spatiaky isomorphic to Y&m @ s,,, where sn,,, is a maximal Abelian aon Neumann algebra *-isomorphic to E,,,sE,S, . If, in addition, {a!t)tER is spatiall~~ implemented, then each EnSm is invariant under {L-Q}~~~ . Our objective now is to show that conversely if 23 is spatially isomorphic to some LA,,, 0 (5 then b&.l~ is spatially implementable.
We then provide an "internal" description of 9l (= 2P([O, 00))) in this case. The subscripts n and m will be of no use to us in the sequel and so will be dropped; we shall simply use M to denote a type I factor. The reader is urged to keep in mind, however, that M need not be spatially isomorphic to the algebra of operators on some Hilbert space.
From basic reduction theory one knows that an algebra of the form L!YQ @ 6 with E maximal Abelian and acting on a separable space may be identified as the space lLm(X, lU) of all essentially bounded, weakly measurable, M-valued functions on a convenient standard Bore1 space (X, cl) of finite measure. We shall henceforth assume that 23 has such a representation and we shall write Z as lL2(X, so) where %a is the space on which lUl acts and where IL2(X, y%) denotes the space of measurable x0-valued functions on X such that lx llfWll~o 444 < 00. Of course, La(X, ZO) is a Hilbert space with the usual operations and lL"(X, M) acts on it in the obvious way. Since (c+}~~~ , regarded now as acting on L"(X, M), carries the center of [Lm(X, MO> onto itself, and since this in turn is isomorphic to L"(X) in the obvious way, a deep theorem of Mackey [34] may be applied to allow us to assert that there is a measurable action of Iw on X such that (a,(A))(x) = A(x + t) a.e. (p) for all A in the center of IL"(X, M).3 It follows from this that the measure p is quasi-invariant, meaning that for each null set E for p and each t E IQ, E + t is also null. Thus, for each t E [w we may form the Radon-Nikodym derivative J(t, x) = (&Q/@)(X) where yt is measure determined by the equation pi(E) = &E + t). It is important to note that although for each t E Iw, J(t, ) x is unique only up to a set of p-measure zero, it is possible to choose J so that it is a Bore1 function on Iw x X [34] . We assume that such a choice has been made, and we define a unitary representation {T,},,, of IF!? on k2(X, A$) by the formula (Ttf )(x) = f(x + t) P(4 4, fE ~"(X, =%a for all A E ILm(X, Ml). Moreover, the continuity condition on {yt}tEW coupled with an argument of Kallman [28] , allows us to choose B(t) so that the map t -+ B(t) is a Bore1 map from [w to the group MU(X) of unitary operators in lLm(X, M) endowed with the Bore1 structure generated by the weak operator topology. We have thus proved the first half of the following proposition. Proof. We need only attend to the uniqueness statement. Suppose, therefore, that Y is a Bore1 map from R to MU(X) satisfying Eq. (4.1.
2). Then for all A in Lm(X, Ml), Y(t) T,AT$'*(t) = o(t) T,AT,*O*(t) for all t E [w and so (o*(t) Y(t))(T,AT,*) = (T,AT,*)(O*(t) Y(t)). Since T,ATT lies in IL"(X, Ml) precisely when A does, and since o*(t) Y(t) lies in [L"(X, Ml) for each t, it follows from the last equation that o*(t) Y(u(t) belongs to the center of fLm(X, Ml).
Since the map t --f B*(t) Y(t) is clearly B orel, the first half of the uniqueness part is proved. Since the second is trivial, we omit it. Continuing with our discussion, suppose 0 is a Bore1 map from R to M,(X) satisfying Eq. As a consequence of this theorem and our discussion to Fhis point we arrive at the following result which we promised at the beginning of this section. THEOREM 4.1.5. There exists a strongly continuous unitary representation {Vt}teP on L2(X, x0) such that a,(A) = VtAV,*for aZZ t E R and A in Lm(X, Ml).
Proof. We know that there is a Bore1 map 0 from R into MU(X) and there is a 2-cocycle w for R whith values in e'(X) such that equations (4.1.2) and (4. BE Mu(X), then it is called a coboundury. Unless hd is the algebra of scalar multiples of the identity on pO, so that lLa(X, ~JU) is Ab e ian, 1 the cycycles do not form a group under pointwise multiplication.
Nonetheless, the relation of being cohomologous is an equivalence relation and we shall refer to the equivalence class of a cocycle as its cohomology class.
Since the elements of L"(X, M) are themselves functions on X, a cocycle with values in mlo,(x> may be regarded as a Bore1 function on R x X with values in the group of unitary operators in M (cf. [36] ). When this is done, the cocycle identity (4.1.5) becomes
a.e. p (4.1.6) for each s, t E R. As with J(t, x), which is itself a kind of cocycle, the exceptional null set in this equation depends upon s and t. Although we do not need this fact in the sequel, we note that Mathew [35] h as recently proved that for each t, Y may be modified on a null set of x, depend-on t, so that the resulting function Y' is still Bore1 and so that Eq. If A lies in 91 and if f E K1(LQ), the right hand side of this equation vanishes except on a null set of x depending on f. But since Kl(OB) is separable, and since the matrix entries of Y(t, z) A(x + t) P*(t, LC) with respect to any orthonormal basis for yt"a are bounded Bore1 functions on [w x X, there is one set of measure zero off of which the right hand side of Eq. (4.1.7) vanishes for all f E K*(R). The discussion preceding the theorem implies that for such x, Y(t, x) x A(x + t) Y*(t, x) lies in U-Urn@, Ml). S ince the steps are easily reversible, we omit the converse part of the proof. We mention in passing that by Mathew's theorem cited above, one may suppose Y satisfies Eq. (4.1.6) for all x, s, and t. When this is done, the exceptional null set in Theorem 4.1.6 is actually invariant.
At the present, the principal problem appears to be that of determining the extent to which the various parameters we have associated with the algebra 91 of analytic operators determined by {a,},,n acting on [Lco(X, m/o) distinguish and are distinguished by 'QI. Certainly the cohomology class of the cocycle associated with {cL~}~~~ and the conjugacy class of the action of [w on X are both isomorphism invariants, in fact, unitary invariants, for 21; but more than just these are necessary to classify '$1 completely. In the commuative case it would appear at first glance that the conjugacy class of the action of Iw on X characterizes 'L1 up to isomorphism, but the results of [42] h s ow that this is not the case. However, the condition presented there, which is a slight extension of the notion of conjugacy, may be sufficient to classify '8, at least in the commutative case. At the other extreme, when X is a point so that Lm(X, M) is merely the factor M itself, then as we shall see in the next section (cf. Theorem 4.2.3), '8 may be determined by entirely different automorphism groups. So in this case, the problem of classifying ?I in terms of the automorphism group alone is hopeless. One reason for the very weak bond between 91 and {~l~}~~n in the case of a type I factor seems to be due to the fact that {qStEOB is inner. We conjecture that if one hypothesizes the opposite extreme, namely, if one assumes that (cQ}~~~ acts ergodically on Lm(X, Ml), not just on the center, then the bond between ?I and {olt}tsn is very strong.
Xest Algebras
Recall that a nest of subspaces of a Hilbert space 2 is simply a totally ordered (by inclusion) family of subspaces of Z'. Given a nest %, 9% will denote the collection of projections onto the subspaces in %. We say that a nest '3 is a@iated with a von Neumann algebra 113 in case 9% C 23. Given a von Neumann algebra 8 and a nest '% affiliated with 8, the nest algebra '%Q determined by % and 23 is the algebra {A E % 1 izN C JV for all JV E '%}.
Nest algebras were introduced by Ringrose [47] as a generalization of hyperreducible trinagular algebras studied by Kadison and Singer [26] . It should be noted, however, that they were studied implicitly, at least, somewhat earlier in the Russian work on tringular representations of operators. It should also be noted that Ringrose dealt only with the case when B is 9(Z).
Our objective is to show that every nest algebra in a von Neumann algebra 23 (on a separable space) is the algebra of analytic operators with respect to a representation of F! as a group of inner *-automorphisms of 233; and conversely, given such a representation, the algebra of analytic operators which it determines is a nest algebra.
Observe that a nest algebra 2la is unaffected if the nest % is enlarged (if necessary) to contain (0) and Z and all intersections and spans of subsets of 5.R. A nest with these properties is called complete. We may thus assume, whenever convenient, that the nest determining a nest algebra is complete. The following proposition is well known; one proof of it may be found in [26] . Remark 4.2.2, It should be noted that in general P is highly nonunique; simply consider a change of variables in Q.
The following theorem has some overlap Theorem 3.1.1 of [2] and should also be compared with the paper of Schue [50] . THEOREM 4.2.3. Let {at}tsR be an ultraweakly continuous representation of R as a group of inner *-automorphisms of a von Neumann albebra .'$3 acting on a separable Hilbert space X, an let 9l be the algebra of analytic operators with respect to {at}tER . Then there is a nest '$I affiliated with B such that SX = 'us; . Conversely, given a nest '$I afiliated with 23, there is a uniformly continuous representation of R, {at}teR , as a group of inner *-automorphisms of 23 such that '$&I is the algebra of analytic operators with respect to {at}teR .
Proof. Since {oI~}~~~ is inner by hypothesis, there is a unitary representation of R, (Ut}tGw contained in !B such that a,(B) = U,BlJ$ for all t E R. Thus (id, {U,},,,) is a faithful covariant representation of (?B, {atIlER), and if E is the spectral measure of {Ut}tER so that U, = sy, eiht dE(h), then 'ix = VW, ~0)) ala is a nest affiliated with !ZI and (ZI = 91s~ by Corollary 2.14. For the converse, simply enlarge %, if necessary, to a complete nest g1, apply Proposition IV.2.1 to obtain a spectral measure P with compact support such that 8~ coincides with {P([A, CO))}~~~ and let {~+}~~n be the uniformly continuous representation of R on B implemented by the unitary representation of R which is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of P. Then {q}ttR is inner, and by Corollary 2.14 once more, 91n is the algebra of analytic operators determined by {&R . We state the following corollary for the sake of completeness. Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.2.1 and Bargmann's result that (c~}~~n is spatially implemented, i.e., is a group of inner *-automorphisms (see Theorem 4.1.5).
Our final result in this section was proved by Arveson [2, Corollary 3.1.21 using different methods. COROLLARY 4.2.5. Let '3 be a nest afiliated with a van Neumann algebra '3 acting on a separable space and let '3% be the nest algebra determined by 93 and a. Suppose there is a faithful normal expectation Cp from b onto the relative commutant of 9% in Z3. Then 91~ is a maximal subdiagnonal subalgebra of !I3 with respect to @.
Proof. Let {oL~}~~~ be a uniformly continuous representation of [w on !B determined by % as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 so that QIsl = '!& ([O, co) ). By construction, the relative cornmutant of 9% in 23 is %V({O)) and so the hypothesis implies that 23 is R-finite relative to {~l~}~~n . The proof is now completed by appeal to Theorem 3.15.
Crossed Products
A large number of the examples studied by Arveson in [2] are corssed products. Likewise, Kadison and Singer [26] used these algebras to construct examples of irreducible triangular algebras. In this final section we show how all of these examples fit within our general scheme of things.
We suppose for the remainder of this section that G is a compact abelian group so that G is discrete. Although it seems that this restriction is unduly severe for what we are about to present, there is a problem of a spectral theoretic nature which we are unable to avoid except by making this extreme hypothesis-see the proof of Corollary 4.3.2.
We suppose, too, that B3, is a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space y% and that {&}oEe is a representation of e on B3, as a group of *-automorphisms. We let B denote the crossed product of B,, by {/38}BEe. Recall that 8 is the von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space Ea(G, PO) = {f: G 4 X0 I Cdsc ilf( j)li$O < cc} generated by the operators n(B), B E&, , and { V8}BE~ defined by the formulas (qqf)( '4 = P@)f ( 2) and f E P(G, YE& 6, h E G. The group G acts on Z"(G, #a) and on 8 in a canonical fashion. For g E G, U, is the unitary operator on P(G, #a) defined by the formula (U,f )( ,j) = (-g, j) f( ,j), f 6 Zz(G, za). Clearly (U,},,, is a strongly continuous unitary representation of G on Z2(G, &a) satisfying the equations Ug*(B)U~ = z(B), If (~l~}~.c denotes the automorphism group implemented by {U,},,, , then {dg}gEC normalizes !B and we find that @$,) 6 ?P({6}) and sp,( V,) = { ,j} for all 6 E G. Takesaki [57] calls {ag}gGG the dual action of G on 23. Thus appealing to Proposition 2.6 we may replace 23s by an isomorphic copy and assume, without loss of generality, that {&}tEo is spatially implemented. We fix a unitary representation {W8>sco of G on 8,s which implements {&B,:,,, . Observe that if a compact group G acts as group of *-automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra, then the algebra is G-finite. Indeed, the integral provides the required expectation (cf. [31] ). Th us, in our setting, 23 is G-finite and we call the expectation determined by the integral on G the canonicaE expectation. 
INVARIANT

SUBSPACES
In this section we investigate the invariant subspaces of the algebra of analytic operators in a von Neumann algebra for the case when the group G is [w. Our ultimate goal is to use our analysis to exhibit ultraweakly closed reductive algebras which generate type II von Neumann algebras.
As usual, !8 will denote our basic von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space *, k&d2 will denote an ultraweakly continuous representation of [w as a group of * -automorphisms of %J, and %?I will denote the algebra of analytic operators with respect to {~l~}~~~ , W([O, co)). Clearly, A(+) is the unique, minimal, leftnormalized, invariant subspace for '9I containing JZY. A minor modification of this argument, which we omit, shows that &I-) is the unique, maximal, rightnormalized invariant subspace for 2I contained in ~4'.
Suppose now that f is a unit vector in 4'(+) 0 J&'-). The inclusion (5.3) shows that for all s > 0, the linear manifold 2P([s, co)) f is contained in J/L?'-).
Consequently, the vector state p determined by f annihilates the ultra-weak closure of (Js,O'P([s, co)). By Corollary 3.13, p is invariant, and the proof is complete.
Since the following corollaries are immediate, we shall omit the proofs. We now apply our analysis to the construction of some reductive algebras, DEFINITION 5.8. An algebra Q? of operators on a Hilbert space YP is called reductive in case every subspace of X invariant under G! is also invariant under a*, i.e., in case every invariant subspace for G? reduces GIL Equivalently, an algebra is reductive in case it has precisely the same invariant subspaces as the von Neumann algebra it generates.
Recall that the reductive algebra question, a generalization of the invariant subspace question, asks whether there are any non-self-adjoint, reductive algebras which are weakly closed. Our objective is to utilize Theorem 5.2 to exhibit examples of non-self-ajoint reductive algebras which are ultraweakly closed. Unfortunately (or fortunately), these algebras are not weakly closed, and, in fact, they are weakly dense in the von Neumann algebras they generate. Although these examples do not quite settle the reductive algebra question, Notation 5.9. For n = 1, 2 ,..., we shall write 23(n) for 23 @ C1, and identify it, as is customary, with the set of n x n operator matrices with B E 23. Similarly, we shall denote the automorphism group on 'B(n) which Proof. Proposition 5.8 implies that M cn) has the same invariant subspaces as %(n) and so the result follows from Theorem 7.1 of [45] , a variant of the double commutant theorem.
The next theorem was shown to us by Masamichi Takesaki, who attributed the argument to Kadison [25] . THEOREM 5.11. Let C3 be a II, factor with a II, commutant and suppose that (cQ}~~~ does not preserve a faithful, normal, semifinite trace on 23. Then for each positive integer n, 9W and {n * c+}~~~ satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 5.8.
Proof. Since 23 is a factor, any two faithful, normal, semifinite trace on 8 are proportional.
Thus if one is not preserved by {~+}~~n, none are. We fix one for the proof and denote it by tr. Also, we denote by tr' the unique faithful normal finite trace on 23' such that tr'(1) = 1.
Observe that for each positive integer n, !B(%) and (n . atjtsp satisfy the same hypotheses as 23 and {c+fteR . Thus it suffices to show that {~l~}~~n is not spatially implemented on any 23 invariant subspace. On the other hand, if E is nonzero projection in 23', then %3c = .rr&B) is a II, factor. and its cornmutant is the and note that p is invariant and ergodic under this action. It is easy to see that the group G and the measure space (X, p) satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3 in [I 1, Chap. I, Sect. 91 and so the von Neumann algebra %a which is the crossed product of ,5,(X, p) with G is a II, factor. Now R acts on X via the formula (x, y) + t = (x, ety), t E R, and for each Bore1 set &1 in X k4Jf-f + t) = +(M), tE R. (5.4) This action of R on X commutes with the action of G and so lifts in a canonical way to an ultraweakly continuous representation of R as a group {tigtjtEW of *-automorphisms of !& which, by (5.4) and the construction in [ll], does not preserve the trace %s . Th e cornmutant of )23, is not finite, however, so to complete the example, one needs merely to choose a finite projection E in 23; and to set 23 = QT&&,) and OI~ = 7~~ 0 %t c nil, t E R.
We turn now to the problem of constructing reductive algebras in finite von Neumann algebras. Here, too, some of the arguments are due to Takesaki.
Let X be a standard Bore1 space with a o-finite measure p and assume that R acts measurably on X leaving p quasi-invariant and ergodic. For definiteness, one may take X to be either R or U with Lebesgue measure and the action of R may be taken to be the usual one. Let M be a II,-factor in standard form, i.e., assume there is e Hilbert space anti-isomorphism J such that M = JM'J, let 23, = Lm(X) @ M, identify !& (resp. 23;) with the algebra of all bounded measurable functions with values in M (resp. M'), and let Z0 be the Hilbert space on which 23s acts. Choose a measurable partition {X,}z=:_, of X such that p(X,) > 0 for all n and choose a projection F in %I, with the property that tr'(F(x)) = 2-" when x E X, , where tr' is the trace on M'. Since M' is a II, factor, such a choice is clearly possible. Our basic von Neumann algebra will be ?ZJ = n,(%,,) acting on % = FA?,, . Note that since the central support of F is I, rp is an isomorphism. We let {aOt}tEW denote the automorphism group of 5$, defined by the formula (al,,(A))(x) = A(x + t), A E 113, , and we set lYt = 7TFO(Y"t07T;1, tE W. 
Proof.
Since M is assumed to be in standard form, 23a is also standard [l I, Proposition 10, Chap. I, Sect. 51 and so the coupling operator for %3,, is one [ll, Proposition 4, Chap. III, Sect. 61. By [ll, Proposition 2, Chap. III, Sect. 61, the coupling operator c for 58 is given by the formula c(x) = 2-", x E X, . By the same result, for each projection E in 23', the coupling operator for 8,) cE, is given by the formula cE = c . W(E) where @' is the (unique) normalized center-valued trace on %'. Thus, for each projection E in %' with central support equal to I, cE is never bounded below by a positive constant, and in particular, it is not possible to find a projection E in %' with central support equal to 1 such that cE is a positive constant. But the coupling operator for a finite von Neumann algebra is fixed by all spatial automorphisms of the algebra, and since {~+}~~n acts ergodically on the center of 23, the only time (i~~}~~n could possibly be spatially implemented on some space EZ, E E%', E # 0, is when E has central support equal to I and c, is constant. Since this never happens by construction, {olt)teR is never spatially implemented on any 23 invariant subspace.
To see that !B(?l) and {n . i~~}~~n satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 5.8 for all n > 2, simply note that the coupling operator for 23tn) is n c [51, Corollary 29, Chap. 2, Sect. 21 and so the preceding argument may be repeated to yield the desired result.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.8, Corollary 5.10, and Theorem 5.14.
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